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Bluetooth connection 
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 1  Control push-button panel ON
 2  Volume level
 3  Control push-button panel AUX 1
 4  Auxiliary audio input (AUX1)
 5  USB 500 mA 5V
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Bluetooth connection 
to the radiofonografo
The “ADVANCE” “WX700” device is included in the 
radiofonografo packaging, which allows the transmission of 
bluetooth audio in HD from any external device with bluetooth 
technology.

Included in the packaging:

1. “ADVANCE” device “WX700”
2. Transformer with three standard adapters
3. USB cable
4. AUX connectors

Instructions for connecting the “WX700” device to the 
radiofonografo:

1. Insert the two connectors   (supplied) into the AUX1        
input     , located on the back of the radiofonografo. 

2. Connect the “WX700”    device to the connectors 
previously inserted in the input AUX1. 
N.B. For correct installation, the “WX700” device must be 
connected in such a way that the “left” and “right” channels 
correspond to the same channels in the radiophonograph. 
The channels are indicated on the device (see image    ).

3. Connect the “WX700” device to the transformer        
supplied     , or using the supplied USB cable    , connect it 
to the USB 5V    output on the back of the radiofonografo.

4. Switch on the radiofonografo by pressing the “on”    button    
on the front keyboard of the radiofonografo.

5.	 At	this	point	the	“WX700”	device	will	begin	to	flash	and	
it will be possible to connect it to any external bluetooth 
device.

6. Press the AUX1      button on the front keyboard of the 
radiofonografo.

7. It is now possible to play music via bluetooth through 
the radiofonografo. Use the “volume” knob   on the 
radiofonografo to raise or lower the loudness of the music. 

Consult the manual supplied with the “WX700” device for 
further product information.
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HEADQUARTERS:
SIM2 BV International Srl
Via Udine 59
33061 Rivignano Teor (UD) - Italy
Tel. +39.0434.383292
info@brionvega.com
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